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     INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
NOTE: Fit all parts before painting (See Special Instructions For Paint Prep.) Parts that have been 

installed, preped, or painted are not returnable.

installation. 

PARTS LIST
1       Trunk Wing 1     Instruction Sheet 12 FT.          1/2" Two Sided Tape
1 Urethane Prep Sheet 2     Adhesion Promoter

TOOL LIST
No tools necessary.

NOTE:
             Please remove any factory O.E. spoiler/wing prior to installing the Street Scene part.

    proceed. If you don't. Please call Street Scene right away. We highly recommend using masking tape anywhere
    the ero kit may be touching the vehicle body to prevent scratches during pre-fitment. Perform any sanding,
    filling, or spacing necessary (before painting) for a clean tight fit. Spending the extra time now will assure you a 
    perfect "factory" Installation. 
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VERY IMPORTANT! Read and understand all directions and check the following parts list before starting

1. Pre-fit the piece onto the vehicle (Fig.1). Once you are assured that you have the correct aero kit, you may 



    This surface has to be CLEAN and DRY for the tape to properly adhere. A residual-free cleaner is 
    recommended to prepare the surface. The surface of the vehicle should also be cleaned for proper adhesion. 

    whereever tape is used. We also recommend scuffing the paint where the tape will be adhering for best results. 
    When applying tape, make sure that tape is smooth and wrinkle free. It is best to use 3 to 4 different pieces
    on long sections rather than 1 piece.

    trunk wing GENTLY on the vehicle and make sure you have it positioned correctly. It is a good idea to have a 
    friend help with this. If adhesion promoter was sued you will NOT get a second chance! While holding it in 

    not to tear off the tabs by pulling too hard. After all the film is removed, apply firm pressure all around to insure
    the tape has bonded properly.
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2. On the back of the trunk wing, there is an indentation. This is where you apply the double sided tape. (Fig.2)

    (Fig.3) For best results after cleaning, an adhesion promoter such as 3M Part #06396 should be applied to

3. After applying tape. Pull back approximatly 1 inch of protective covering on tape from each end. Make sure
    the film is sticking out. Make sure to prepare the surface where you will apply to trunk wing. (Fig.3) Place the 

    position, pull the tab you created while applying light downward pressure. (Fig.4) Continue this while taking care
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